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NEW DELHI: Narendra Modi, whose supporters
boast of his physical prowess and indifference to
sleep, has shared the secrets to his morning fitness
regimen in a video where the Indian premier thrusts a
staff, walks backwards and flexes over a boulder.
Modi spruiked the “refreshing and rejuvenating” ben-
efits of his exercise workout in a video posted online
yesterday that also included a meditative stroll over a
special path “inspired” by nature. It follows a trend of
homemade motivational fitness videos from prominent
Indians, including adored cricket captain Virat Kohli,
trying to tackle obesity and poor health in the country
of 1.25 billion. 

In the latest addition Modi, 67, implores Indians to
follow his example in a two minute clip shot in the lush
garden of his New Delhi residence. “Apart from yoga, I
walk on a track inspired by the Panchtatvas or five ele-
ments of nature-Prithvi (earth), Jal (water), Agni (fire),
Vayu (air), Aakash (sky),” Modi says in the video
viewed nearly 200,000 times within hours of being
posted. “This is extremely refreshing and rejuvenating. I
also practise breathing exercises.”

In one clip Modi, clad in a black tracksuit, walks
backwards over a treaded lawn with his hands clasped
in a prayer pose, before stretching over a large boulder.
He then proceeds to a specially-designed path around

a large tree, balancing on its edges before walking over
pebbles, wood and water, as he pumps a wooden staff
from side to side. The teetotal vegetarian then stands
before a Buddha statue in his garden, breathing
through one nostril. Later he sits on a rock, sharply tak-
ing quick breaths in a meditative pose.

The sexagenarian premier claims he operates on lit-
tle sleep and his devotees have bragged on his impres-
sive physique, including most notably a rumoured 56-
inch chest. A passionate yoga enthusiast, Modi has also
touted the benefits of the ancient Indian practice via a
cartoon avatar of himself performing sun salutations
and downward dogs. Government ministers were quick
to heap praise on Modi for his “unparallelled energy
levels”. But others were less impressed. 

“Majority of middle-class citizens live amidst #stink
from open defecation by #slumdwellers & smoke from
waste burning & fuelwood,” posted one Twitter user,
Naresh Minocha. Despite the tranquility depicted in
Modi’s backyard, experts often warn Indians against
exercising outdoors in New Delhi and other major
cities due to terrible air quality. Levels of harmful air-
borne pollutants in the capital reached 14 times the
World Health Organization safe level on Wednesday,
according to the US Embassy website, as Modi’s video
went viral. —AFP

Bend it like Modi: Indian PM 
trots and treads in fitness video

Experts warn Indians against exercising outdoors in New Delhi

NEW DELHI: This screenshot taken from a video posted on India Prime Minister twitter handle,
shows Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi performing Yoga following a fitness challenge in
New Delhi. —AFP

WHO chief says
Ebola outbreak in
DR Congo ‘not over’
KINSHASA: WHO chief Tedros Adhanom on Tuesday
called for tighter monitoring as he wrapped up a visit to
Ebola-hit DR Congo,  saying the outbreak was far from
over despite the number of cases stabilizing in recent
weeks. The outbreak-the ninth in the Democratic
Republic of Congo since 1976 — was declared on May
8 and has claimed 27 lives. “On the basis of statistics,
we can say that the situation has stabilized but the war
is not over, we must reinforce vigilance and surveil-

lance,” he said at the end of a three-day assessment
visit. “One case in an urban setting can set off an out-
break,” he warned.

His comments come after the WHO and NGOs since
May 21 began helping DRC immunize front-line work-
ers with a vaccine that has shown to be highly effective
in trials, though it still awaits regulatory approval. The
WHO chief said more than 2,000 people had been vac-
cinated in the Ebola-hit Equateur province in the
sprawling country’s north west. In Mbandaka, a city of
1.2 million people, “there have been no new cases since
May 12,” he said, adding that there were no new cases
since May 13 at Bikoro-about 100 kilometers away-
where the outbreak was first detected. On Thursday the
WHO gave a total of 59 confirmed, probable and sus-
pected Ebola cases, of which 27 people had died with
one new case confirmed on June 6. —AFP

Raccoon conquers 
skyscraper; Americans
breathe easier
WASHINGTON: America breathed a sigh of relief yesterday
after a scruffy brown raccoon was captured following a per-
ilous climb up a 23-storey building in the northern state of
Minnesota. Thousands of Twitter users followed the
escapades of the raccoon on Tuesday as it slowly inched up
the side of the UBS Plaza building in St. Paul, Minnesota.
Minnesota Public Radio reporters and occupants of the
building posted pictures and updates on the animal-dubbed
the #MPRraccoon-as it scaled the rough surface of the sky-

scraper in true Spider-Man style. A local television station
provided a livestream of the anxiety-producing journey of
the animal, which apparently had been scared by construc-
tion workers at the building’s base. Hollywood director James
Gunn offered to donate $1,000 to charity to anyone who
saved the raccoon. “I can’t handle this,” Gunn, the director of
the two “Guardians of the Galaxy” movies, tweeted. “Poor
dude.”  (The “Guardians” movies, incidentally, feature a
brash, devil-may-care character known as Rocket Raccoon.) 

The Minnesota raccoon paused at several points on nar-
row window ledges during its climb, even taking naps before
continuing onward. Well after midnight-when most
Americans had gone to sleep-the raccoon reached the roof
and was captured in a trap set up by wildlife control officials.
Building managers tweeted a picture of the raccoon in a
cage Wednesday morning. “After a delicious meal of soft cat
food, #mprraccoon has been caught and will be picked up
by Wildlife Management. Goodbye friend!” it said. —AFP


